Ising and other classical spin models.
In the present paper, invariant pattern recognition is construed as a problem of matching labelled graphs. The labels are local features extracted from the image, such as grey level and colour, edge elements, descriptors of texture etc. The links of the graph embody the neighbourhood relationships between these local features in the image. The matching algorithm thus operates not on the raw data-a given feature in a given position-but on a relational graph derived from the data. Such a relational description is designed to be intrinsically invariant [ 11. In general, graph matching problems are nonpolynomial, i.e. computationally intractable. For instance, subgraph isomorphism is NP complete [2] . The graphs arising in the context of pattern recognition, however, are special in that they are endowed with a topological structure: we shall deal exclusively with 2D lattices. In a previous paper [3] , we have shown how such graphs could be superimposed in a network and later retrieved. We have introduced dynamical synaptic variables { Jij}, interacting with the correlations (0, o j ) , the individual neuronal activities {a,} (the <<spins>,) becoming mere auxiliary variables. In the present paper, we show that the problem of graph matching can be solved along the same lines, provided the graphs are indeed topologically structured. We propose a neural network model for invariant pattern recognition, based on these principles of subgraph retrieval and graph matching.
Connection dynamics. The connectivity scheme used in the present paper is shown in fig. la ). Notice that links are oriented and that each node has 3 incoming and 3 outgoing links. In the model we shall describe below, this connectivity results in less local energy
Fig. 1. -a) A connectivity scheme with 3 incoming and 3 outgoing links a t each node, b) an oriented 4-cycle. minima than the usual k i n g scheme (nonoriented 4-nearest-neighbour links). Spurious minima may become a serious problem in systems of small size, where the mixing requirement in the superposition of stored graphs [3] is not accurately fulfilled.
The energy function we shall use is also different from A n B = 0. We seek a one-to-one map { J i j . } i E~, j E~ which is a graph isomorphism (due to symmetries, there are several such isomorphisms). We consider the following energy function: This technique for finding graph isomorphisms applies, in theory, to any pair of isomorphic graphs. In practice though, topological structure is necessary to make the matching problem computationally tractable. For instance, if T A and T B are isomorphic random graphs, the energy landscape defined by HAB(J) is very chaotic and the minimization of HAB is computationally unfeasible.
Another key factor regarding computational difficulty is y r . Increasing y r will enforce the bijectivity constraint more accurately. It will also make the energy landscape rougher. On the other hand, a small y' yields a smooth landscape where the state J moves quite freely. Global minima are then easily reached. Yet if y r is too small, these minima link a single node in A to many nodes in B and vice versa. Computer simulations show that any y' in the interval [0.2, 51 realizes a good compromise between bijectivity and numerical feasibility. The minima of HAB are then nonbijective yet sparse maps, connecting neighbours in T A to neighbours in TB. This results in a notion of graph matching which comes closer to that of a continuous m a p between topological spaces. This is precisely required for size-and distortion-invariant pattern recognition. A similar trade-off exists in (1): a small y results in easier yet somewhat inaccurate retrieval. A good compromise is achieved by y in the interval [2, 151.
The model. The model contains two arrays of cells, A and B. The labelled graph which represents the input data is defined on A, an array of size N = 1 x 1. In the simulations below, the label set is simply F = {<<black., <<white.}. Toroidal geometry is used. This makes it possible to shift the image in any of 1 x 1 positions (a cyclic shift), while using an array A just of the size of the shape to recognize. The labelled graph description is invariant under any such shift. In reality, A contains 2 x N cells: 1 black cell and 1 white cell at each of the N positions in the array. An image ( fig. 2) activates exactly one of the two cells at each position. Links to and from silent cells in A are all 0: they do not take part in the dynamics. Thus the pure graph structure is the same for all images: an 1 x 1 array where each node has 3 incoming and 3 outgoing links as shown in fig. la) . All the images we shall use contain Ni2 black pixels and Ni2 white pixels. It is only in the spatial relationships between labels that images differ from each other.
The memory layer B is identical with that described in [3] , save for the particular connectivity scheme used here ( fig. la)) . B is a set of N cells, half black half white.
Connection patterns T", a = 1, ..., M , are superimposed in B. The process of superposition of labelled graphs is described in [3] . I t involves the random choice of label-preserving 1-1 maps from A to B, ensuring the mixing condition of stored patterns [3] . In the resulting graph {Tij}i,jE~, there are a little less than 3 x M incoming and 3 x M outgoing links at each node, due to overlap between stored patterns. Permanent connectivity from A to B is labelpreserving, but otherwise full: for i E B and j E A,
The energy function is now
Minimizing H means solving the matching problem and the retrieval problem simultaneously. An appropriate balance between the two terms is achieved by adjusting the parameter 3. The pattern recognition task may then be summarized as follows. An image is presented on A: it activates a labelled graph {JzJ}2,3eA. This J-configuration remains fixed during minimization of H . The other Jv's (~E B , j e A or B) are subject to the constraints JtJ G Tt3. The aim is to retrieve the labelled subgraph in B-say it is Tl-which matches best the labelled graph currently active in A. If the image on A is shifted but undistorted, this subgraph, T', is isomorphic, as a labelled graph, to the graph on A. The global minimum of H is then the graph {J,} such that: a ) JzJ = TZ' , for i , j E B; and b) { J Z 3 } Z E~, 3 E~ realizes the label-preserving isomorphism. As discussed in [3] , from the point of view of layer B, the introduction of the HAB term breaks the symmetry between the M energy valleys. Indeed, only one of the M minima of HBB allows a label-preserving isomorphism with A. This solution is, by construction, invariant with respect to shift in A.
In practice, there is no point in finding a strict graph-isomorphism, which, moreover, does not exist if the pattern on A is distorted. All one needs for the purpose of recognition is breaking the symmetry within B in favour of T'. Thus, as explained above, y and I/' are adjusted so as to allow more than 3 B-B links and more than 1 A-B link per node. This has two consequences: a) it smooths the energy landscape, hence facilitates the search of the solution; b ) it results in a notion of matching akin to that of a continuous map between topological spaces. Constructing a continuous map rather than a graph isomorphism is the basis for distortion-invariant recognition. Size-invariant recognition works along the same principle. In a low-H state, neighbours in A are still connected to neighbours in B, yet, if A contains twice as many cells as B, a cell in B has on the average twice as many interlayer links as a cell in A. (2) . Notice that, when (4) is applied to (1) and (2) ) most of the CPU-time is spent in the computation of large matrix products. Simulations were performed on a Cray-1/S, a vectormachine designed for such calculations.
The following is one simple example. Three labelled graphs are stored in B , corresponding to the first 3 images from the left in fig. 2 . Array size is 10 x 10. Parameters are as follows:
The success of a run is judged from the overlap of the final J-configuration in B with each of the three stored T * k We use as a measure of overlap the cosine C(J, P) = Jtj Fd(IJ1 /PI), where /. / is the L2 norm. With ~= 0 . 0 0 3 , it takes from 300 to 600 iterations for the system to stabilize. One iteration involves the computation of 8 matrix products (connectivity matrices are of size 100 x 100). Table I shows the outcome of 4 runs, which correspond to the recognition of the 3 undistorted and 1 distorted patterns in fig. 2 . For each run, the table shows the overlaps of J after 400 iterations with each the 37'"'s in B. In all 4 runs, the pattern on A is correctly recognized. The system thus exhibits full translation and moderate distortion invariance. fig. 2 ). The 3 rows show the overlap between J(400) and the 3 Remember that a random 1-1 map from A to B is used in the process of storing a pattern in B [31. These maps determine the <crosstalk>> between the stored graphs, that is, roughly, the number of mixed 4-cycles. This crosstalk, a finite size effect, may impair later recognition. We have performed recognition experiments of the 4 patterns shown in fig. 2 , using the same set of parameters as above, but with different random maps for pattern storage. The rate of correct recognition was 95%. A rate of 100% could be achieved by lowering the ratio MIN.
Discussion. Biological motivations to our approach are discussed in [31. The simpler formulation used in this paper suggests an interesting analogy with the <<synfire chains>> of Abeles [ 5 ] . These consist of alternative multisynaptic pathways between neurons. Such pathways favour the impinging of synchronous spikes onto individual neurons. Accurate synchrony may play a crucial role in neural dynamics, because of the properties of spatial and temporal summation on dendritic membranes. This view stands in sharp contrast with the assumption that only mean firing rates matter, the working hypothesis in most neural network models. Notice that the 4-cycle shown in fig. l b ) is an elementary synfire chain. It may prove advantageous, in some cases, to use larger synfire chains in the definition of the J-Hamiltonian (1)-(2).
The present work suggests that the problem of topological graph matching may be easier than the general problem of graph isomorphism. A way to take advantage of the topology is a simple .divide and conquer. strategy proposed in [6]: the map is first roughly outlined and then progressively refined. In such a scheme, the decisions made at earlier stages are not challenged later on.
While the model is biologically plausible, it cannot be implemented as such in a computer vision system. In the algorithm we use, the time required for one parallel iteration grows as the third power of N , since the connectivity matrices are of size N x N . I t is possible that it takes indeed a very richly connected system, essentially a brain, to solve the full invariant recognition problem studied in this paper. Yet our neuronal model readily suggests a strategy for designing systems capable of limited invariant recognition. Indeed, imposing a bound on the translation of the image will allow a serious reduction of connectivity, hence of computation. One may also use a feature set F much richer than {black, white}. Since the Ato-B map is label-preserving, this will immediately reduce the combinatorial complexity of the matching problem.
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